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Latest News
Discover the latest insights, innovation and inspiration from Infomedia.

New Leadership

NADA Show 2022

Tekion Partnership

Welcome to our new CEO &
Managing Director, Jens Monsees,
who’ll be commencing May 2022!

Thank you to all our customers and
partners for connecting and catching
up with us at NADA.

Superservice Menus VIN-precise
‘all makes and models’ data will
soon be available to Tekion users.

SimplePart Growth

PartsTrader US Integration

Infodrive Expansion

Hyundai Ireland launches
SimplePart eCommerce to support
their customer retention strategy.

The integration between Microcat
Partsbridge and PartsTrader ensures
the right parts are ordered every time.

Mazda Europe rolls out
Infodrive to grow aftersales and
improve customer retention.

CONNECTED CARS
How technology is driving new aftersales
opportunities for OEMs and dealers

Connected cars: the aftersales opportunity

Infomedia Innovation

Connected Car White Paper

Superservice Triage has new
features to help dealers provide a
higher level of service to customers.

Discover how connected car data is
driving new aftersales opportunities
for dealers and OEMs.

Empowering automotive aftersales

The Future of Dealerships
in the Mobility Age

During the global COVID-19 pandemic, the
automotive industry was certainly among the
hardest hit. The relationship between us and our
vehicles is continuously evolving. Among the younger
generations, disruptive mobility services are a
significant influence in changing the way they view
and interact with vehicles.

According to the McKinsey Global COVID-19 Auto &
Mobility Consumer Survey, usage of shared mobility
services and public transit is picking up significantly.
There’s also a substantial increase and interest in
purchasing EVs, particularly in Europe and China,
motivated by government incentives and increased
consciousness about sustainability.

For much of the last century, vehicle ownership was
an aspiration shared by many and was a powerful
force in shaping the automotive industry. While a very
significant share of the market still maintains that
aspiration, it’s crucial that the industry grasps that
consumer behaviors are changing. Consumers are
back to buying cars, but they’re doing it differently.

As with connected, electronic, autonomous vehicles
and other technological advancements, these new,
disruptive forces of mobility are presenting important
challenges and also exciting new opportunities for
OEMs and dealerships.

The Mobility Generation
The concept of shared mobility has a growing appeal to many market segments. For people living in densely
populated areas, Millennials, Gen Z, the elderly and others, shared mobility can be more convenient, affordable
and practical than vehicle ownership. Additionally, Fortune Magazine reports that cars sit parked about 95% of
the time on average. That is a lot of investment lying idle in parking lots and on driveways.
What does this mean for the automotive industry? Dealership services will take on a new dimension.
For OEMs and dealerships to succeed and thrive, they will need to rethink their business models. That means
to stop viewing themselves as supplying, selling and maintaining vehicles to the mass market, and reposition
themselves as meeting consumers’ need for transportation – in other words, mobility.

For OEMs and dealerships to
succeed and thrive, they
will need to rethink their
business models.
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Embracing Change, Investing for the Future
According to Fortune Business Insights, the mobilityas-a-service market size is expected to grow to USD
210.44 Billion by 2026. The industry cannot afford to
fight ride-hailing and car-sharing services. Instead,
they need to embrace shared mobility and use it to
their advantage.
While it is almost inevitable that there will be
fewer cars on the roads, those cars will be driving
more miles in order to give people the mobility they
want and need. And that means that OEMs and
dealerships need to rethink who they are – their vision

– but also transform their capabilities and how and
where they invest in their business.
Dealerships will play a critical role in making it simpler
for consumers to use vehicles as much as possible – no
matter who owns them. Creating ‘brand engagement’
hubs that join up all areas of an organization will help
redefine the dealership business model, allowing them
and their customers to take full advantage of this new
era of mobility. Key to this is an ability to effectively
shift their focus and retrain staff.

Dealerships will play a critical
role in making it simpler for
consumers to use vehicles as
much as possible – no matter
who owns them.

A Changing Perspective on ‘Car Sales’
Smaller, agile operators have already started employing strategies to a new generation of shoppers. Here are a
few ideas on how the automotive industry can adapt and thrive:
• Subscriptions as a purchase option. Instead of committing to a long-term loan with interest, depreciation,
and other such constraints, create monthly or annual subscriptions. OEMs and dealerships can use their own
vehicles, which they make available to consumers through smartphone apps. Subscriptions give people the
ability to pay for a car only when they need or want it. And they can subscribe to different types of vehicles
for different uses, such as business, recreation, etc.
• Introduce Transportation-as-a-Service (TaaS) or Cars-as-a-Service (CaaS). Consumers can ‘rent’ or ‘lease’ a
vehicle for very short times to meet specific needs on a pay-per-use basis. They just pick up the vehicle from
the dealership and pay when they are done.
• Partner with ride-hailing companies such as Uber, Lyft, Didi and others. As more offerings like these emerge,
OEMs and dealerships will be provided with increasing opportunities to supply ride-hailing companies with a
fleet of local cars, as well as aftersales services such as warranties, parts, service, etc.
• Harness CaaS data insights to build new, customer-centric cars. Connected car data will prove to be a
disruptive force across the automotive industry. It will help feed increasing hyper-segmentation, to create
cars that address tomorrow’s lifestyle preferences.
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Parts & Service in the Mobility Age
Today, parts and service remain the most profitable
part of OEM dealership operations. To capitalize on
aftersales opportunities in the future, dealerships
will need to adapt to new technology and the shift in
what consumers of today, and in the future, demand.
While shared mobility means vehicles will rack up
higher mileages, the shift to electric/hybrid vehicles
will result in fewer parts to replace and less frequent
service requirements.
Dealerships will also see a rise in fleet customers as
they move away from individual vehicle ownership
and towards TaaS or CaaS business models.
To succeed in this new era of disruptive forces,
companies will need a solid understanding of the new
market so they can evolve and innovate in what they
offer to consumers. Some examples of new parts and
service opportunities include:
• Develop new ways to ‘service’ vehicles. Make the
service department the new ‘petrol or gas station’
for electric vehicles, with multiple charging stations.

• Offer a battery swap-out service where technicians
will rent and install a fully charged battery to
eliminate waiting.
• Offer ‘fleet management services’. Become a B2B
asset provider for all parts and service requirements
to fleet customers.
• Introduce mobile servicing for customer convenience.
Additionally, expand parts and service department
hours so the service is convenient and fits around
people’s lifestyles more seamlessly.
• Invest in technicians and their skills. Increase pay
scales and invest in continuous training and career
development. And position them as ‘engineers’,
rather than technicians, to help bolster their
reputation and expertise.
• Provide help to customers with remote software
updates and perform remote diagnostics for
autonomous vehicles. Again, this increases customer
confidence that engineers/technicians are experts
at diagnosing a car before they even arrive.

Mobility means vehicles will rack up higher mileages, while the shift to EVs will
result in fewer parts to replace and less frequent service requirements.
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The Bottom Line
The truth is, vehicle ownership used to be an aspirational dream, but it simply isn’t the case for everyone
anymore. In fact, if anything it is becoming undesirable for many in heavily populated cities, and the presence of
disruptive forces means consumers are embracing mobility of a different kind.
This is a challenge for OEMs and dealerships, but it’s an opportunity too. They can use it to their advantage
by rethinking their business model – transforming themselves from being sellers and servicers of vehicles, to
providers of transportation services. By changing how they think about themselves and how they present that
to consumers, they too can enjoy the benefits of future mobility.

MOBILITY

Impacting New Car Sales
Parts & Service
CHALLENGES

Ride Hailing
• More convenient
• More practical
than ownership

Changing
Consumer Attitudes
• People are driving less
• Lower car sales

Car Sharing
• For millennials, people
living in densely
populated areas &
elderly. Shared mobility
is more affordable

Reduce the Number
of Cars on the Road
• Disruptive mobility
services are a key
influence transforming
the way people interact
with the car

OPPORTUNITIES

THE DEALERSHIP OF TOMORROW
Providers of Transportation Services
New Vehicle Sales
Rent
a Car New Methods
of Owning
Vehicles
Partnership
with Ride-Hailing
Companies

Build
CustomerCentric Cars

Offer Car
Subscriptions

Parts & Service
Rent
a Car

Just-in-time
Servicing Using
Connected Data

Managed
Services
for Fleet
Customers

Brand
Engagement
Hub
Enhance
Customer
Convenience

Battery
“Swap Out”
Services
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Genuine OEM
Data Advantage

After a tough couple of years, succeeding in today’s aftersales business is more challenging than ever before.
Dealerships must reduce cost, sell more, make more on each sale and keep more of what they make, or they fall
behind. Doing so requires creative management, innovative technology and competitive advantages, which we’ll
dive into in this article.

The Management Challenge
No matter what position you hold at the dealership
– Dealer Principal, General Manager, Fixed Ops
Manager, Parts, Service, Bodyshop Manager – you’ll
probably struggle to constantly answer three,
not-so-simple, questions:
•

“How do I sell more?”

•

“How do I make more on each sale?”

•

“How do I keep more of from each sale?”

There are numerous approaches dealerships take to
answer these questions. Some strive for outstanding
CSI. Others focus on the most convenient hours, the
latest software, the best trained staff or the most
modern facility. Rarely is there a single solution.
Dealerships need to utilise a mix of strategies that
answer those three questions and create a formula
for success.

Dealerships must reduce cost,
sell more, make more on each
sale and keep more of what
they make.
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Innovative Technology
A highly effective component of that strategic mix is
implementing software that utilises OEM data to sell
more, make more and keep more profits.
As dealerships look for new technology for their parts
and service business, speed and process automation
are minimum expectations. This is where genuine

OEM information plays a key role. The most powerful
sales and productivity tools dealerships use in parts
and service, are all powered by 100% genuine OEM
data. OEM data can help streamline sales processes,
ensure accuracy and save time, resulting in reduced
costs, higher profits and greater customer satisfaction
and loyalty.

The OEM Data Competitive Advantage
Why is software driven by genuine OEM data – or factory data – so important when considering the right
technology for your dealership? Because the accuracy and integrity of genuine OEM data creates better
outcomes for your dealership and your customers. Key benefits include:

1. Greater Accuracy
Get it right the first time! The genuine OEM data in Infomedia’s solutions come from the latest data feed
from the automaker. For example, our Microcat Electronic Parts Catalog has automatic online updates that
provide Parts Departments with accurate and up-to-date vehicle specifications, VINs, part data and numbers,
illustrations, pricing and other key information. This results in fewer parts returns and happier customers.
You can trust genuine OEM data. On the other hand, aftermarket data is compiled by third parties and is not
always up-to-date or accurate. It is not VIN-precise, which can cause friction in the sales process from ordering
the wrong part, inaccurate model details, pricing discrepancies and other issues that result in delays, increased
cost and unhappy customers.
Something as “small” as an incorrect part number can result in:
•

A car not being fixed on time

•

An incorrect service repair quote

•

Additional cost of a rental car to appease the vehicle owner

•

An unproductive and underutilized technician due to idle time

•

A backlog in the Service Department’s schedule

•

An incorrect part that may become idle inventory

•

A customer who’ll complain to friends about their negative experience

•

A dissatisfied customer who’ll never return to the dealership or OEM brand

The most powerful sales and
productivity tools used in parts
and service departments,
are all powered by 100%
genuine OEM data.
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2. Reduced Cost

3. Easy to Learn, Easy to Use

Dealerships can keep more of each sale with OEM
data by reducing operational costs. Service and parts
staff don’t have to waste time looking up multiple
aftermarket sources, fixing quoting errors or dealing
with costly part returns due to inaccurate orders.

Combined with an intuitive user interface, OEM datadriven solutions make it easier and faster for both new
and experienced users to effectively create a great
customer experience. When information is VIN-precise,
sales processes are streamlined and there are no
complex data sources to interpret. For example, our
VIN-precise Superservice Menus quoting tool can be
used by anyone in the dealership to quote quickly and
accurately for complex repairs. Mechanical knowledge
is not required. Having access to the latest pricing
reduces the time spent researching parts information
and labour times.

No special servers or manual updates are needed
because Infomedia automatically processes and
immediately makes OEM data available. Updates
are delivered using the best, most reliable cloud
infrastructure. In addition, the cost of training a
new hire is greatly reduced because less technical
knowledge is needed to understand complex vehicle
and repair information.

Whether it’s a service booking, a vehicle inspection,
a repair quote or a collision parts order, instant VINprecise OEM data removes friction and improves
customer experience.

4. Enhanced Customer Satisfaction
Genuine OEM data and Infomedia’s solutions create a superior customer experience through more
understandable repair recommendations, faster service, more accurate quotes and greater convenience.
Superservice helps service staff deliver fully priced and itemised service quotes that deepens understanding
and strengthens the value of genuine service. The results? Customers feel in-control and informed about their
vehicle’s servicing and are more trusting of dealership staff. This increases service conversion rates along with
parts and labour sales. Customers are also more satisfied, leading to higher customer retention rates beyond
the warranty period.

Genuine OEM data-driven
solutions make it easier and
faster to effectively create a
great customer experience.

Infomedia Solutions
The biggest differentiator between Infomedia and
other solution providers, is our foundation of 100%
genuine OEM data.
Through our long history and extensive experience, we
have developed an intimate knowledge of automotive
fixed operations, enabling us to develop best-inclass data-driven solutions for our customers, from
dealership parts and service reps to fleet parts buyers,
repair garages and the collision industry.

We offer features, functionality and capabilities that
are designed to make our customers’ jobs easier, while
delivering greater productivity, higher profits and
happier customers.
The bottom line is that Infomedia’s genuine OEM databased solutions help dealerships and other customers
sell more, make more on each sale and keep more of
what they make.
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Customer Experience:
Valuing a Service Customer’s
Time and Trust
Technology and transparency are the best tools for
service departments to repair the vehicle and their
relationship with customers.

utilizing digital solutions to improve communication
and transparency in order to reach, engage and retain
service customers.

A customer’s time is one of the most important
things to them and is a very personal entity. Today’s
customers are more informed, more productive and
more technologically advanced than ever before.
They carry laptops, tablets, smartphones and
smartwatches to keep their communication lines open
and their productivity at the highest level possible.
So, it should come as no surprise that they expect the
same from you. Technology in the automotive industry
have become the new normal, with dealerships

Whether you are their doctor, bank or Service Advisor,
customers want timely communication with assurance
that their needs are being met, on budget and most
importantly, on time. When their expectations aren’t
met, their perception of your business and brand is
affected. A customer’s perception is reality and that is
why it is imperative to deliver on their satisfaction. For
service departments to retain today’s customers, they
must be transparent and efficient with the customers’
time and mindful of their budget.

Set Customer Expectations, Deliver on Customer Experience
It was once said that expectations are the construction site for resentments. When it comes to servicing and
repairing vehicles with a franchised dealer, many customers get anxiety over the thought of it. The thoughts of
the big expense, the long wait time, the technical terms and the unforeseen repair can be overwhelming and
challenging on their trust. Could it be why many new vehicle owners stop coming back to the dealer within 1 to 3
years of their purchase?
Here’s a tip: Don’t let customers feel overwhelmed, put them at ease and earn their trust. The ways of doing
business over the past decade have changed drastically. Phone calls and the notorious paper trail are things of
the past. Providing access to online booking gives customers the convenience of engaging the dealership when
it works for them. Email and text allow them to continue their day without having to inconveniently wait for
repair work.
Letting your customer know that and creating the transparency from the get-go in your communications can
help keep them at ease. Let them know when they can expect the results of their inspection and
their estimate.
The last thing a service department wants are customer complaints and using additional labor to resolve
ongoing issues. It isn’t good for the customer’s experience, and it isn’t good for the dealership’s brand image,
CSI or bottom line. That is why it is extremely important to be transparent, professional and upfront with your
customers in a timely manner. By setting their expectations from the get-go, you alleviate the unexpected
outcomes and set a level of certainty.
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Technology and transparency
are the best tools for service
departments to repair the
vehicle and their relationship
with customers.

Respect and Value their Time
Customers today are about the experience. They want it fast, personalized to them and they want it executed
well. They order their customized coffee from an app and make dinner reservations quicker than they dial the
restaurant’s number. That alone says their time is important to them and they trust that they are going to get
what they pay for. The same applies when they’re servicing their vehicle. They view the estimate as a ‘contract’
of what’s going to be done, for that set amount of price and time frame – so you best be accurate.
With the right tools and technology, such as the Superservice platform, you can get the vehicle’s service
history, factory repair orders, service operations, prices and parts needed within seconds. This helps service
departments be more efficient and accurate when estimating and quoting, and it also benefits the customer
if you share the information with them in a timely manner. They’ll know when they can expect their vehicle and
have control over the repair and their time.
Remember, there isn’t a contract on the experience. However, if you respect their time, you have a good chance
at exceeding their expectations and delivering a positive customer experience.

Accurate Quoting & Pricing
It is no secret that every vehicle that enters the
service bay for one repair will likely need another.
And yet, according to a J.D. Power study, the two
key reasons customers don’t return to dealerships
for their service and repairs, are price and trust.
Whether they feel that it is too expensive or that an
unnecessary repair is pushed on them, it is important
to put them in control and be accurate
and transparent with the information you share.

Accurately estimating and instilling trust are two things
Superservice can be a vital partner in delivering. With
VIN-precise quoting that’s integrated into your DMS;
parts, labor, shop supplies, quantities and pricing are
instantly available, so staff don’t have to waste time
researching. This allows you to be efficient with your
dealership’s time and the customer’s time. Dealership
staff only need a couple of minutes to deliver a fully
priced and itemized service quote, displaying all labor,
parts and supplies, even for complex repairs.
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Trust & Transparency
To instill customer trust and confidence in your services, be transparent and involve customers in the service and
vehicle inspection process. Superservice helps keep customers engaged and up to date, by empowering Service
Advisors to communicate with customers via email and text communication. They can send customers a digital
vehicle inspection report, provide photo evidence of work that needs be done, and record a video for a virtual
walkthrough and explanation of the repair recommendations.
The accuracy and transparency of the information you share with the customer is unmatched. There isn’t a guessing
game. Customers understand the repair work that needs to be done, they can see the price and know exactly what
they’re paying for, and they’re less likely to balk at the price because they understand the cost breakdown.
The results? Customers who are trusting of your staff and repair recommendations. This leads to increased
sales of parts and labor, improved sales closure and higher customer satisfaction.

To instil customer trust and
confidence, be transparent and
involve customers in the service
and vehicle inspection process.

Make the Most of Every Moment and Customer Experience
It can be assumed that your dealership and service
department value your customers. And likely, you
have tried numerous ways to retain customers
beyond their vehicle’s warranty. Many times,
dealerships get so focused on working efficiently and
adding to the bottom line that their processes doesn’t
consider the customer’s experience. It’s important to
review your processes and find ways to enhance the
customer’s experience.
Being quick and accurate when quoting can help
alleviate ‘sticker shock’. Being transparent and
thorough when explaining repairs won’t confuse
them and have them second guessing what is
needed. Use everyday language without being overly
technical. It gets things off on the right foot and good
communication gets them involved. They’re more likely
to be engaged when you communicate with them in
their lingo. It instills trust and gives them control when
decisions need to be made.

When the repairs are completed, use the estimate
or invoice to review the work performed and not
performed on their vehicle. You will assure them that
they got what they asked for, on time and on budget.
And it reminds them that they’ll soon need those new
rotors they passed on.
Valuing your customers’ time and trust, by being
thorough when discussing their vehicle, shows them
that you do have their best interests at heart. And
with Superservice, you have all the tools at your
fingertips to create a customer experience that they
never imagined. Whether it is showing them their
worn tires or sending them an email explaining the
additional work, you will leave an impression that
leads to greater customer experience, retention and
brand loyalty.
If you are not a part of their solution, you’ll find your
service department as a part of their problem. Set
their expectations so you don’t miss out on delivering
the best customer experience possible.
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Celebrating Customer Success
Nissan Autohaus Möller Improves Customer Experience and Brand with Superservice.

Superservice is an innovative tool needed in today’s dealerships
to help make sure our customers are happy and the dealership
employees are motivated, which contributes to the positive
image of the brand and dealer.
Christian Moller, Managing Director, Autohaus Moller

Grow your career with the global leaders in automotive aftersales software solutions!
We currently service over 50 OEM brands and 250,000 dealership users in 186 countries.
If you’re looking to grow your career in a fun and fast-paced environment, join us today.
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Contact Us

Headquarters (HQ) – Sydney
Phone: +61 2 9454 1500
Address: 3 Minna Cl, Belrose NSW 2085
Melbourne
Phone: +61 3 9552 6300
Address: 13 Cochranes Rd, Moorabbin VIC 3189
IFM Americas Inc – Regional HQ – Michigan
Phone: +1 248 381 8850
Address: 14500 Sheldon Road, Suite 100,
Plymouth, MI 48170-2698, USA
IFM Europe Limited – Regional HQ – Cambridge
Phone: +44 1253 335501
Address: Ground floor, 1 Riverside, Granta Park,
Great Abington, Cambridgeshire CB21 6AD,
United Kingdom
Email
start@infomedia.com.au

Connect with us:
@InfomediaLtd
Infomedia Ltd
superservicesolution
infomedia.com
facebook.com/infomedialimited/
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